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About This Game

In I fell from Grace you take on the role as Henry, a man in his mid-40s whose life is not going as it should.

Only just coming to terms with the death of yo 5d3b920ae0
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Great animation, childish dialogue. Terrible. Unplayable.. Great story and characters, I love how the game gives you choices and
you're not just stuck with a linear path of story to follow. fantastic game.. Great story and characters, I love how the game gives
you choices and you're not just stuck with a linear path of story to follow. fantastic game.. A melancholic adventure game with
really interesting premise, gameplay, music, and graphic. Sadly the forced rhyming on all of the dialogues actually distract rather
than add to the experience. I'm enjoying it quite a lot when I just tune the awkward rhymings out though.. Surprisingly good so
far.. Your choices matter a lot!. G'day, completed my first play through of I fell from Grace, honestly it was enjoyable. I really
enjoyed the art style (I'm a sucker for pixel art) and the music. The story is very interesting and from reading in the steam
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discussions there is quite a few endings! I bought this game on a recent sale and really do recommend it, my first play through
was 4 hours and I hardly opened up the story arc, with a lot of content to go! One thing I would like to say, the Dev is really
active within the Steam Discussion Forum, answering all questions and seems really geniune.
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